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Letter to the Editor
To the Editor 
We are writing to express our appreciation 
for Marc Treib’s review of our Modern 
Swedish Design: Three Founding Texts 
(JSAH 69, no. 4 [December 2010], 584–
86). We heartily agree with him that “as a 
group” these texts by Ellen Key, Gregor 
Paulsson, and the six authors of acceptera 
“sketch out a vision for a modern Swedish 
design environment that extends from the 
small object to the city.” 
One issue, though, seems to us to 
deserve some clarification. Our good 
friend and mentor, the late Anders Åman, 
was not a contributor to our volume. Our 
introductions to the three translations and 
our extended annotations to the three 
texts have of course made ample use of the 
relevant Swedish and American scholarship, 
and, in the case of acceptera, we naturally 
mention the Swedish facsimile edition of 
1980 edited by Åman. The captions to the 
illustrations of acceptera, however, are our 
translations from the original text of 1931, 
and are not derived from any new material 
provided in the facsimile edition. In our 
“Annotations to the Illustrations” (345 ff), 
we built on the rather short list of iden-
tifications of architectural images pro-
vided in 1980 by Åman, together with 
Eva Rudberg and Björn Linn, and we 
were grateful for Anders’s permission to 
do this (noted on p. 345). But our iden-
tifications and annotations are far, far 
more extensive than those in the 1980 
facsimile edition: they include further 
information on buildings and plans, and 
rather complete identifications of objects 
of everyday use: furniture, telephones, 
tableware, lamps, tools and other hard-
ware, cars, buses, and airplanes. Acceptera’s 
choice of images (now that we know what 
most of them are) offers compelling visual 
evidence of the holistic vision of design of 
which Marc Treib writes. 
lucy creagh 
Columbia University 
helena kåberg
Nationalmuseum, Stockholm 
barbara miller lane
Bryn Mawr College
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